Rookie Corner - 049

Across
1 Spoil child and it
engenders a lovehate relationship (7)
5 What a good dog
should do about
command - the result
of having been given
lots of treats (7)
10 Whereas: (a) the
"Lease" (as
amended) shall be
pursuant to clause
(b); (b) the lower
limb (including but
not limited to the
thigh, knee and calf)
(8)
11 Chessman that is the
one that starts out in
Corner (6)
12 Even rough nonposh guy encourages
people to shout "oi!"
(4)
13 At first signs of
insomnia, pop a
dozen sleeping
tablets (5)
14 Alcoholic drink with
creamy head could
be Guinness (4)
15 Business's goal in
marketing of
computer equipment
(6)
17 Materials to
overthrow big
cheeses (8)
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back twice as much
as before (5)
25 Bet you'll find the
solution at the
bottom of a bottle
(4)
26 Jumped second
before collision (6)
27 Mishap or disaster?
Or possibly it's only
a crossword (8)

20 Inclined to the
negative, so said no
(6)

29 Bow Road
Underground Station
(7)
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18 Soup's name should
be a warning sign
(5,3)

23 Shrub clipped four
times, each time its
head is cut it grows
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28 Dave mistakenly
bailed out bank.
Mistakenly and
corruptly perhaps?
(7)

22 Undergarment shows
bottom of ass cheek
(4)
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Down
2 For example the
Hulk is a very green
mutant (7)
3 Beet at the start of
year is porky (5)
4 If you have a way
with words, you'll
have got the answer
(3,4,2,3,3)
6 Hobby so fascinating
initially, then
across...down...they'r
e all the same
(5,2,1,7)
7 Large nose will need
to be remodelled to
get a job in
advertising (9)
8 Scot's last caber
tossed around Little
Italy or another New
York neighbourhood
(7)
9 This woman's a

runner-up in
legendary beauty
contest (4)
16 Sack-cloth draped
around penitent's
head where ashes are
found (9)
17 Fifth of twenty plus
sixth of eighteen
plus third of nine (3)
19 Adelphi is
refurbished to make
space for landing (7)
21 Inability to recall a
name is awkward (7)
24 Fed up about article
lacking sense (4)
25 Fish caught by
dapper chap (5)

